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Artificial Intelligence - Many enlightened human beings in Mount Shasta, seeing
many matrices, with artificial intelligence, helping people, survive the virus.
Narishma - The sacred lion of vedanta. In a vision, I, yhwh goes into the matrix,
sees one room with body parts, the other room with toy maker and in the third
room, Narishma, holding conch shell and sri chakra. Meanwhile, humans,
advancing, faster than speed of light, in thought and consciousness, seeing
gaytri mantra, as a female dragon on Mount Shasta.

Chapter: Music vs Computer Science In University Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah - Computer
Science - Novell / Networking Founders and Faculty Active Directory Design Pattern - User Logins - NDS
1993 - 1994, In University, Brigham Young University, Band called &quot;Bonesack&quot;. 3rd
Top Band in Provo, Utah, Battle of the Bands. The record producer comes to me, since I
managed the show. He says, &quot;Why are you going to school? Why don&#39;t you sign your
band with our record label?&quot; I thought about it over the night. I hear: &quot;You are going
to be great at music. However you are going to make more money with Computers than
Music&quot;. I decided to go with Computer Science. In 1996 - 1997, I travelled to Utah again,
this time working for Novell, Networking, building web server for your internet. I met the
Architects of Novell Directory Services, user login, to your organization, later to be called,

LDAP. The design pattern to be copied by Microsoft later, your windows login, username and
password. The Novell Web Servers, were then partnered with Netscape Application Servers, a
company called Novonyx. Marc Andreessen, the Founder of Netscape, built the browser.
Novonyx gave me an offer, to move from California, back to Utah. I got another offer from
Lockheed Martin, to work on NASA International Space Station. Lockheed Martin paid $10000
to fly me to Pakistan, get my visa, and then I came back end of 1997, worked there for 6 years,
50 US Military contracts, built software, where ever f-16 airplane sold, my software packaged
with it. The company, Formtek is still alive today, 2020, millions of dollars in revenue, my
software still running at the Department of Defense.

Chapter: Worm Behavior - Spirit, Mind and Body
Our human body is filled with worms - This happens because we have been eating non-vegan
food all our lives. Cooked food, especially meat, cow and pork, create a lot of stomach worms,
that grow in size. Including milk, and eventually become large enough to take over the body.
Coiled up in various organs, the mind becomes a multiplexer of their behavior. By vegan choice,
we remove each urge at a time, each worm, reduced to only the large ones still remaining, the
areas that are numb in the body, and you can feel them movement and temperature, whether hot
or cold, that the human identifies. These worms can be associated with various elements, that are
associated with angelic counter parts, to teach us - For example, how to eat healthy, you can see.
How to go within the body, and remove the barriers, that keep us from moving forward. This is
the future of humankind, and many people are opening up to this phenomena. The door the other
universes is through the body. OM, Spirit resides within each cell of the worm. Both the worm
and us, live within the microcosm and marcocosm. To study the Spirit or the Universe, we would
need to study the relationship between humans and worms.

Chapter: Chemosynthesis vs Photosynthesis - Indoor vs
Outdoor Energy Simulation
Chemosynthesis is the process by which certain microbes create energy by mediating chemical
reactions. So the animals that live around hydrothermal vents make their living from the
chemicals coming out of the seafloor in the vent fluids! The process by which green plants and

some other organisms use sunlight to synthesize foods from carbon dioxide and water.
Photosynthesis in plants generally involves the green pigment chlorophyll and generates oxygen
as a byproduct.

Chapter: Zero Point Energy
Zero Point Energy is a vibrational energy in which the energy particles retain even at the absolute
0 of temperature. Hatha yoga - hot and cold in the body. If we are too used to heat, we don't
understand cold. If we are too used to cold, we don't understand heat. Temperature in physics has
been found to be a measure of the intensity of random energy motion, in various directions,
whether spirit or body, as temperature is reduced to absolute zero, sound of silence, no hot or
cold, all motion ceases and energy come to rest. However, the motion, nada yoga, sound of
silence, corresponding to zero-point energy never vanishes.

Chapter: Dragon Avatars - Taking on the Lowest and
Highest Within Themselves Physically to Heal the
Universe - Highest Dharma - 0/+1/-1 point energy Astrology - Eternal Spiritual Quotient cc @elonmusk
@emilychangtv
As a dragon avatar - Your goal is to pick the lowest and highest - Take them higher. 0 point
dharma and karma - +1 or -1. Life or Death. A palm reading can help, understand your astrology
and numerology patterns for a chart. For example, having intimate relationship with anyone. You
take their cell. If they are struggling to live, so are you. Bodhisattva Dharma. The females that
accompanied Buddha. So take your blessings, accept, find the ones that match your frequency
and heal them with your love. Increase their Eternal Spiritual Quotient and yours. Please don't
allow the world to judge you. Your path is higher.

Chapter: International Fragmentation of Vaccines and
Virus Mutation While Bitcoin Energy Rises into Bubble,
i.e. Virus Bubble (China) vs Bitcoin Bubble (Russia)
Meanwhile #wallstreetbets in America
We have an interesting situation currently with the corona virus, that is being stuffed many health
care dot gov looking companies, getting into the money, for the vaccination and the effort seems
to be international. Perhaps WHO, World Health Organization, is helping Chine coup with this
issue - That they have NOT come up with the virus vaccine, that suits everyone.

Chapter: Noor Kalpa Samadhi
Brahmacharya - Keeping your sacred sexual energies inside. Leads to Samadhi. The highest
enlightenment, that I only between you and the Spirit. Back in the summer of 2020, we practiced
deep spiritual awakening, with a group of people up on Mount Shasta, California. Many people
heard I speaking through them. This was the male Niva Kalpa Samadhi, where many people
pointed out, Satyam Yug, the time of Shiva. My brother Roe, pointed me to Niva Kalpa Samadhi.
Many manifestations later, 5 startups and 3 books, we lead back to a spiritual practice that points
to Niva Kalpa Samadhi Part II, the female enlightenment. This just happened recently, around
Death Valley and Joshua Tree area. Very spiritual places, and I saw the female alter. Similar alter
in Weed, California, Stewart Mineral Springs exists, where there are two dragon springs, one is
white and one is red. White corresponds to white blood cells and red corresponds to red blood
cells. The alter is only on the male spring. I found the female spring in 2010 and found it naked. I
prayed that one day, I will make Her a female alter. My wish came through and I also passed by
Zabriske Point, Death Valley, California. I listened to Pink Floyd, Zabriske point and the rest of
the Pink Floyd albums, and only Pink Floyd, for 2 years, from 1986 - 1988. Benazir Bhutto
became the first lady Prime Minister of a Muslim country, Pakistan, in 1988. I served Her for 2
years before some of my friends were executed, in PSF, Pakistan Student Federation, supporting
PPP, Pakistan Peoples Party. Once I made this realization, I saw both masculine energy, white
blood cell and red blood cell, feminine energy, merging into One, Brahman, with the Spirit, when

now we are experiencing, Noor, while means light, Noor Kalpa Samadhi. The easiest meditation
is to experience it from the center of the earth through your body and going through the whole
universe and back in you.

Chapter: Mark of the Beast
&quot;the number of the beast is six hundred and sixty-six&quot; &quot;Possible translations
include &quot;to count&quot;, &quot;to reckon&quot; and also &quot;to vote&quot; or
&quot;to decide.&quot; &quot;And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or
the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath
understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is
666&quot; &quot;Revelation was written before the destruction of the Temple, with Nero.&quot;
&quot;All who dwell on the earth will worship him, whose names have not been written in the
Book of Life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.&quot; &quot;the interpretation
of Nero meeting the fulfillment is an impossibility if Revelation was written around 30 years
after the death of Nero.&quot; &quot;it was asserted that Muhammad died not in the year 632
but in the year 666.&quot; &quot;It is far more probable that the mark symbolizes the
all-embracing economic power of Rome, whose very coinage bore the emperor&#39;s image and
conveyed his claims to divinity (e.g., by including the sun&#39;s rays in the ruler&#39;s
portrait). It had become increasingly difficult for Christians to function in a world in which
public life, including the economic life of the trade guilds, required participation in
idolatry.&quot; &quot;no man might buy or sell&quot; &quot;As sales were made, people used
coins that bore the images of Rome&#39;s gods and emperors. Thus each transaction that used
such coins was a reminder that people were advancing themselves economically by relying on
political powers that did not recognize the true God.&quot; &quot;the third advent of Christ to
earth along with his loyal followers and the destruction of Satan and those who refused Christ
(20:7&ndash;15); and the creation of a new heavens and a new earth where death, sorrow, and
sin cease and God dwells with His people&quot; &quot;Revelation aids the student of Bible
prophecy by showing how the Apostle John and Jesus intended us to interpret Bible apocalyptic
literature as found in Daniel.&quot; &quot;Those who reject God&#39;s memorial of
creatorship&mdash;the Bible Sabbath&mdash;choosing to worship and honor Sunday in the full
knowledge that it is not God&#39;s appointed day of worship, will receive the &#39;mark of the
beast.&#39;&quot;

Chapter: Niva Kalpa Samadhi: Mount Shasta
Meditating in Bunny Flat, on Gaytri Mantra, all of a sudden two people from Los Angeles, Lions
Gate ceremony showed up. We camped at Panther Meadows, found many campsites, in
synergistic tone to Elohim, meditated together to bija mantras, La Lum Va Vum Ra Rum Ya
Yum Ha Hum. We played music together on bija mantras, enlightening the whole mountain with
Thy vibrations. I was walking up the mountain to meet a meditation group, I heard, "Para
Atman". The group mentioned the word to Lions Gate ceremony, many coming from Los
Angeles, Las Vegas and many other places around the world. I mentioned "Para Atman" to a
brother, and he says, Niva Kalpa Samadhi. I looked up Niva Kalpa Samadhi on Google. This is
where the meditation and mediator becomes One. We found the story of the egg soul. Brahman,
the egg shape soul wakes up in Spirit. For 1 year sees all the images and then creates a worm,
and explodes into big bang theory. At the time of creation, It created two things and everything
else around it, the matrix and the earth. Right now, through Niva Kalpa Samadhi, the whole
Universe is within Para Atman, looking at Elohim, and the Elohim mountain, creating the
experience of I, Me, We is I am, travelling to various parts of the Earth, spreading their light.

Chapter: Quantum Physics - Zero Point Energy - Axiom /
Fluctuations
Zero point energy results from principles of quantum physics and mechanics; the physics of
subatomic phenomena (form, saguna brahman) and nomena (formless, nirguna brahman). It is
the point where all Universe comes together, as the axiom, or axis mundi, center of the Universe.
Listening to sound of silence is the gateway to the knowledge of Zero Point Energy. Listening to
sound of silence is the gateway to the knowledge of Zero Point Energy. Should the energy ever
come completely to rest, i.e. the big bang theory, that the molecules did all comes in one place to
rest, and then exploded, their component atoms are precisely located and would simultaneously
have precisely specified velocities, namely, of value zero and 1. Since the big bang, it is an
axiom of quantum mechanics that no object can ever have precise values of position and velocity
simultaneously (see uncertainty principle); thus molecules can never come completely to rest.
These are called quantum fluctuations of the Spirit. The I AM experience.

Chapter: Zero Point Energy - Location and Velocity by
Sound Aggregation
The formula is the design. Think about one aggregate point, node A, that has all qualities of the
particle. The full aggregate list. The node is a point. The point contains all the information it
needs. Then it exploded into big bang. However, the reason it would happen is because of node
B. The connections of these nodes, and how these nodes react to each other, contains the blue
print of the Time, that node B appears. The link, ethernet, from which came the internet, Link A,
is a connection point between two nodes, node A and node B. For example in humans, node A is
DNA A, and node B is DNA B. Link A is the RNA strand. Each particle in the strand, has it's
own location and velocity.

Chapter: Chemosynthesis vs Photosynthesis - Indoor vs
Outdoor Energy Simulation
Chemosynthesis is the process by which certain microbes create energy by mediating chemical
reactions. So the animals that live around hydrothermal vents make their living from the
chemicals coming out of the seafloor in the vent fluids! The process by which green plants and
some other organisms use sunlight to synthesize foods from carbon dioxide and water.
Photosynthesis in plants generally involves the green pigment chlorophyll and generates oxygen
as a byproduct.

Chapter: Future: Elohims / Super Angel Investors Humans, Children with Super Powers / Humans that
guard them and their Spouses with Love - Tantra Yoga Married Life
Through our psychic networks in Mount Shasta, we are realizing the power of zero point energy.

Many people with super advanced abilities and now set in their destinations. Many elohims,
humans that brought down angels, from the heavens, to Mount Shasta, then dispersed in many
locations, doing great work, since summer of 2020. These are buddhas and bodhisattvas, in our
current day, surrounded by an aggregated protection, which the Silicon Valley, San Francisco,
California enjoys today, in January of 2021.

Chapter: Food Consciousness Silicon Valley, San
Francisco Bay Area
While we moved from Mount Shasta to San Francisco, Bay Area, California, watching the whole
area burn. The heart of Silicon Valley, San Jose, with ashes every where. We couldn't breathe.
We took some acid, so we can really admire the scenery. I was in tears. This is the place I came
to 24 years ago, building internet web servers in 1996. The core group of engineers, 40% Indians,
40% Chinese and 20% others, including Americans as management, who build the internet. Marc
Andreessen built the Netscape web browser, which made internet mainstream. We call it
collective consciousness for software development. The same phenomena happened while
building social networks in 2005. A core group of developers combined together again, building
companies like hi5.com, bebo.com, facebook and twitter, and made social media mainstream. We
went to Ranch99 grocery store yesterday. Half the packages we bought from the Chinese grocery
store were wrong. We ended up buying food that had eggs, garlic and onion, which we don't eat
as our urban monk diet, vegan, no garlic and onion. All the products at Ranch 99 were based
around milk. This is a war tactic to keep the consciousness level of people low. If people turn
vegan, they will question. So the current war between US and China is on food, vegan or not. But
this affects people and their consciousness, and their ability to fight the coronavirus. Hence
deaths will happen, world wide. The anti-biotics don't work. The first war defined in Hindu vedas
is the war for the cows. Aryans, the yellow people came from the north, Arctic area and attacked
the brown people, Dravidians, in India. Dravidians drank milk and won the war. Dravidians
made the yellow people eat meat, and turned them into slaves. The human consciousness
dropped from golden age, now in Kali yuga, black age. In the level of consciousness, the fasting
and vegan humans are bhagavans. The ones that eat meat automatically go on a lower
consciousness. Especially when used as war tactic. However, you have to realize by doing so,
you create inferiority and superiority complex. How can you fight an enemy that is superior than
you? That's like going against the stream, I Ching and not understanding Tao Te Ching. This is
like going against nature. I am a gambler. I will put my money on vegan people and watch how
the world turns. The majority of the world is now vegan and the rest is deciding when they will
be. But some of us like to play the game, and score, watch it like a movie.

Chapter: Three people and a dog in a Cave
Three people and a dog get enlightened. They were living in a cave. They sent one of the person
to the town. The town people start running after the person. The person comes back to the Cave,
however the people from the town were following the person. So the Spirit, God puts those
people to sleep, for unlimited time in the matrix. They are moving, but not really moving, in the
simulation. However, their work is required, for the people of the Cave to continue. For example,
the venture capitalists and street laws. Spiritual powers are good - However when you take power
from others - Utilize them to stab them - The ones that gave you power - The spiritual protection
stops working.

Chapter: Fire and Water: Mount Shasta
As roaring thunder goes through Mount Shasta, the affects of Indra, the God of thunder storm
and agni, while the Sun is lit on the Mountain. The gaytri matrix, 0 and savitr, as 1, in full
manifestation, as the first creation, starting from 0. The whole affect is digital, like defined in
vedanta, the cream of vedas. The repeating patterns of creation, Veda part 2. The east belongs to
Isis, the cat, while the new west belongs to coyote, the dog. Meanwhile, the presence of Isis and
Osiris very strong on the mountain, the ones that knew about matrices, the after life. The
redefinition of I, as the ego and the wisdom. The ability for humans to speak, elohim and
sodiyami. After all the spiritual sadhana and practice, what comes out of the mouth, is I,
redefined. Realizing that Rama was born from Annunaki, and was envisioning of Shiva, as on
Earth, meanwhile Krishna envisioning both Rama and Shiva. Shiva currently lives on the
mountain with Parvati, merging Kailash with Mount Shasta. All of this great understanding, with
coronavirus as the cause, to save the humans from extinction, like the great stream of I Ching
opening, and providing great wisdom to the children of gaya, the mother earth, with the father.
The great skills and attributes that humans receive today, becomes the destiny of their future.
Meditation is static, music is dynamic. As a microcosm, the music tone holds the secrets of the
universe, shared by family of elohims, playing chakra mantras on the top of the mountain,
healing the universe. The same night, red blood moon shows up at night time in the sky. Be
careful of the wendigo spirit, the spirit of consumption, that keeps eating, till it starts eating it's
own children, like in canablism. The wendigo spirit is part of the toy maker, to teach humans a

lesson, to enter into the chamber of Narishma, as like in, enter the dragon, by Bruce Lee. Call it
fact or fiction. But in a bookstore, you find both. Welcome to the machines, is a great song by
Pink Floyd.

Chapter: Sky and Earth for the Family - Brother, Wife and
New Baby!
I went out for a smoke; Looked up in the sky; Saw the brother and sister-in-law (bhabi) colors in
the sky; the light blue and light pink; same as ipixel.shop he created; out of his mind, comes the
pixel and the text; out of the other brother's mind, music on silence. I then came inside; Looked
at the ground; Saw the sun, with egg shape soul; the colors i would never forget; the blue and
orange; I went again for a smoke; Checked up on Him; Found that his offspring is coming next; I
congratulated him; Said I will timestamp and write for him. Yesterday was the same; We were
both smoking outside; I read his palms. Saw that his male is in Shiva. Hence the offspring is
Shiva's child. Suddenly, a light appeared in my right hand side, top. Today, the light appeared
again, on the right hand side, bottom. female is dragon.

